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Dilepton production from resonance scattering in hot hadronic matter is studied. Including the widths of
these resonances, which enhance the phase space for dilepton production, we find that the production rate is
significantly increased if a resonance appears in the extended phase space. For the reaction p1r!l11l2, the
finite r meson width extends the invariant mass below the v-meson mass, so a peak at the v-meson mass is
seen in the dilepton spectrum. Similarly, a r-meson peak appears in the reaction r1r!l11l2. On the other
hand, the effect of particle widths in the reaction p1a1!l11l2 is small since the extended phase space does
not include any resonance. @S0556-2813~96!02105-X#
PACS number~s!: 25.75.Gz, 12.38.Mh, 21.65.1f, 24.85.1pI. INTRODUCTION
At very high temperature and/or density, as achieved in
ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions @1#, the hadronic matter
is expected to undergo a phase transition to the quark-gluon
plasma in which quarks and gluons interact weakly and the
spontaneously broken chiral symmetry is restored @2#. One
possible way to verify the existence of the quark-gluon
plasma in these collisions is to detect the produced photons
and dileptons. Since these electromagnetically interacting
particles have mean free paths much larger than the trans-
verse size of the colliding system, they leave the system
without further interactions and thus carry information about
the hot dense matter in which they are produced @3,4#.
However, photons and dileptons can also be produced
from hadronic matter below the phase transition temperature
and density. To find the signals for the quark-gluon plasma
thus needs a good understanding of this background contri-
bution. On the other hand, dilepton production from hadronic
matter is useful for understanding precursor phenomena,
such as the change of meson masses and widths, related to
chiral symmetry restoration and the deconfinement phase
transition in hot dense hadronic matter @5–8#.
Recently, photon @9–12# and dilepton @13,14# production
from hadronic matter have been extensively studied with the
effective Lagrangian. It has been shown that in hadronic
matter reactions with a1 meson in the intermediate state, e.g.,
p1r!a1!p1g , significantly enhance the photon produc-
tion rate. Also, for dileptons with invariant masses in the
region 1.5–3.0 MeV, which has been suggested as a possible
window for observing dileptons from the quark-gluon
plasma, contributions from resonance scattering, such as
p1r!l11l2, r1r!l11l2, p1a1!l11l2, etc., are
important. Recent experimental data from CERN/SPS ex-
periments seem to be consistent with these observations
@15,16#.
In previous studies, some important features of hadron
in-medium properties have not been included. The present
authors and Lee @17# have shown that the pion electromag-
netic form factor is reduced at finite temperature, leading
thus to a suppression of dilepton production from pion-pion
annihilation. The reduction of the from factor at finite tem-
perature, which can be related to the deconfinement transi-53/53~5!/2371~5!/$10.00tion and chiral symmetry restoration in hot hadronic matter,
has also been shown in calculations based on the QCD sum
rule at finite temperature @18# and the QCD factorization as-
sumption at large momentum transfer @19#.
Another feature, which is the subject of the present paper,
is that most mesons are not stable and easily decay into other
mesons. The widths of these mesons are not negligible even
in free space, e.g., Gr; 150 MeV and Ga1; 400 MeV for
the r and a1 mesons, respectively, and, furthermore, they are
also expected to change with temperature. The finite particle
width increases the phase space for dilepton production and
thus modifies its production rate from the hadronic matter. In
this work, we shall calculate the dilepton production rate
from hot hadronic matter by including the particle widths.
This study can be easily extended to photon production from
hot matter.
II. FORMALISM
We consider dilepton production from a reaction in which
two hadrons (h1 ,h2) annihilate into a pair of leptons through
a resonance (r*), i.e., h11h2!r*!l11l2, as shown in
Fig. 1. The dilepton production rate (R)/volume (V) from
such a reaction in hot matter can be written as @4#
R
V524e
4E d3k1
~2p!32v1
d3k2
~2p!32v2
d3p1
~2p!32E1
d3p2
~2p!32E2
3~2p!4d~4 !~k11k22p12p2! f ~v1! f ~v2!lmn~p1 ,p2!
3S 1q2D
2
hmn~k1 ,k2!. ~1!
FIG. 1. Dilepton production from hadron scattering.2371 © 1996 The American Physical Society
2372 53CHUNGSIK SONG AND C. M. KOIn the above ki5(v i ,ki) and pi5(Ei ,pi) are, respectively,
the four-momenta of the colliding hadrons and dileptons, and
q5p12p2; f (v) is the Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein distri-
bution function; hmn(k1 ,k2) is the hadronic tensor which de-
pends on the reaction; and the leptonic tensor lmn(p1 ,p2) is
given by
lmn~p1 ,p2!5~p1p21ml2!gmn2p1mp2n2p1np2m . ~2!
In Eq. ~1! it has been assumed that the colliding particles
are on mass shell, i.e., v i5Aki21mi2. However, these par-
ticles in general have finite widths and should be described
by spectral functions r i(v i ,ki). This requires the following
modification @20#:
E d3k
~2p!32v!E d
3k
~2p!3E dv8~2p! r~v8,k!, ~3!
and leads to
d~R/V !
dM 2 524e
4E d4k1
~2p!4
d4k2
~2p!4 r1~v1 ,k1!r2~v2 ,k2!
3 f ~v1! f ~v2!hmn~k1 ,k2!Lmn~k1 ,k2 ,M 2!, ~4!
where M is the invariant mass of the dilepton,
M 25(p11p2)2, and Lmn(k1 ,k2 ,M 2) is given by
Lmn~k1 ,k2 ,M 2!5E d3p1~2p!32E1E
d3p2
~2p!32E2
~2p!4d~4 !
3~k11k22p12p2!d@~p11p2!22M 2#
3lmn~p1 ,p2!S 1q2D
2
. ~5!
For dileptons at rest in the center-of-momentum frame, this
can be written as
dLmn
d3q Uq505
1
24~2p!M 3 d~K02M !d
~3 !~K!S gmn2 QmQnM 2 D ,
~6!
with Q5(M ,0,0,0) and (K0 ,K)5(v11v2 ,k11k2).
From Eqs. ~4! and ~6!, we have
d~R/V !
dMd3q Uq505
e4
6~2p!9M 3E d3k1dw1r1~v1 ,k1!
3r2~M2v1 ,2k1! f 1~v1! f 2~M2v1!
3W~v1 ,k1 ,M !, ~7!
with
W~v1 ,k1 ,M !5hmn~k1 ,Q2k1!S 2gmn1 QmQnM 2 D . ~8!
One can easily check that when particles are taken to be on
mass shell, i.e., r(v ,k)52pd(k22m2), Eq. ~7! reduces to
the one used in the literature @6#.III. EFFECTIVE CHIRAL LAGRANGIAN
We assume that the hadronic matter consists of pions,
vector mesons, and axial vector mesons and that their inter-
actions are described by an effective chiral Lagrangian. The
interactions among these hadrons are constrained by symme-
try properties of the strong interaction. The resulting param-
eters in the Lagrangian are then determined from the experi-
mental data on hadron properties @21#. The chiral Lagrangian
for pseudoscalar mesons at low energies takes the form
L52
1
8 Fp
2 Tr~]mU]mU†!, ~9!
where Fp5135 MeV is the pion decay constant, and U is
related to pseudoscalar mesons P by
U5expF 2iFp P G , P5pa l
a
A2
. ~10!
Vector (Vm) and axial vector (Am) mesons are included as
massive Yang-Mills fields of the chiral symmetry @22# and
the derivative in Eq. ~9! is thus replaced by the covariant
one, i.e.,
]mU!~]mU2igAmLU1igUAmR !, ~11!
where AL
m5(Vm2Am)/2 and ARm5(Vm1Am)/2. The phe-
nomenological gauge coupling constant (g) can be deter-
mined by fitting the masses and widths of vector and axial
vector mesons @23#. The electromagnetic interaction is then
introduced through the notion of vector meson dominance
~VMD! @24#, i.e.,
Lem52
A2e
g a
mFmr2rm0 1 13 mv2 vm2 A23 mf2 fmG . ~12!
We also include the gauged Wess-Zumino term in the
effective Lagrangian to describe the non-Abelian anomaly
structure of QCD @25#, which leads to an anomalous interac-
tion among a pseudoscalar meson and two vector mesons,
LVVP52
3g2
16p2Fp
emnabTr~]mVn]aVbP !, ~13!
where emnab is the antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor with
e012351.
From Eq. ~13! we have
Lvpr52A2gvemnab]mvn]arbp , ~14!
with
gv5S 3g216p2FpD . ~15!
Combining with the vector meson dominance assumption,
we obtain
G~v!p0g!5 364p4
ag2
Fp
2 uqpu350.80 MeV. ~16!
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Gexpt(v!p0g)50.8660.05 MeV. There is another anoma-
lous decay, f!3p , which violates the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka
~OZI! rule. We regard this decay as being due to a small
v-f mixing:
vm5v˜m2ef˜m ,
vm5ev˜m1f˜m , ~17!
where a tilde denotes physical fields. From the anomalous
VVP interaction, we find
G~f!rp!5 9g
4uqpu3
512p5Fp2
e2, ~18!
where qp is the pion three-momentum in the rest frame of
the f meson. From the experimental value
Gexpt(f!rp)'0.62 MeV, we get ueu50.076, which is in
fair agreement with that obtained from the canonical-mass-
mixing model, e520.058 @26#.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We first consider dilepton production from p1r annihi-
lation based on the vector meson dominance. The hadronic
tensor is given by
hmn52$@q2k22~qk !2#gmn1qk~qmkn1qnkm!2k2qmqn
2q2kmkn%uFpr~q !u2, ~19!
where k and q are the four-momenta of the r meson and the
intermediate vector meson, respectively. The form factor
Fpr(q) is obtained from the VMD assumption and is given
by
uFpr~q !u25uFv~q !1Ff~q !u2. ~20!
In terms of the photon-vector meson coupling constant,
gvg , and the vector meson width GV , FV(q) is written as
FV~q !5
gvgvg
q22mV
22imVGV
, ~21!
with gf5egv .
From Eq. ~1!, we can then easily obtain the dilepton pro-
duction rate for the case without including widths of the
colliding particles. Since both v and f mesons can appear as
intermediate states of the reaction p1r!l11l2, their in-
terference needs to be included. The result at T5 150 MeV
is shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 2. If the interference
effect is neglected, then the result is similar to that obtained
in Ref. @13#. In the calculation, we have neglected the lepton
masses but it is straightforward to include them.
To include particle widths, we assume that the r meson
spectral function, defined via
^0uVa
m~x !Vb
n~0 !u0&52
dab
~2p!3E d4ku~k0!eikx
3S gmn2 kmknk2 D rV~k !, ~22!has a Breit-Wigner form,
rV~k !5
2mrGr
~k22mr
21Gr
2/4!21mr
2Gr
2 , ~23!
with Gr5150 MeV being the r meson width in free space. It
becomes a delta function in the limit Gr!0, i.e.,
2mrGr
~k22mr
21Gr
2/4!21mr
2Gr
2!2pd~k22mr2!. ~24!
For a pion, we assume that
rp52pd~k22mp
2 !. ~25!
The dilepton production rate is then calculated from Eq.
~7!. Since the pion spectral function is given by a delta func-
tion we are left with only a one-dimensional integral which
can be easily evaluated numerically. The result obtained with
the inclusion of the rho meson width is shown in Fig. 2 by
the solid curve. We see that there is now a large enhance-
ment in the dilepton production rate near the v resonance as
a result of the extension of the phase space integral. Without
including the r meson width, it is not possible to have the
v meson peak in the dilepton spectrum from the p1r reac-
tion since the threshold value for the invariant mass is above
the v meson mass. This result is compared with that from
the p1p reaction through the r resonance shown by the
dashed curve in Fig. 2. We find that the v meson peak is
above the r meson peak from the p1p reaction due to the
very narrow v meson width, Gv; 8.5 MeV. The interfer-
ence between the v and f meson intermediate states leads to
a reduction in the production rate when M>mf and is most
FIG. 2. The dilepton production rate from hot hadronic matter at
T5 150 MeV. The solid and dotted curves are, respectively, con-
tributions from p1r!l11l2 with and without r meson width,
while the dashed curve is from p1p!l11l2.
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effect cannot be observed as it is far below the contribution
from the p1p reaction.
For dileptons from the r1r reaction, the result at
T5150 MeV including the particle widths is shown in Fig. 3
by the solid curve. We see in the spectrum a r peak which is
absent in the case without including the particle widths as
shown by the dotted curve. However, its magnitude near the
resonance is smaller than that from p1p annihilation ~the
dashed curve! as a result of the large r meson width. In Fig.
4, the result for the p1a1 reaction including the a1 meson
width is shown by the solid curve. It is seen that the a1
meson width has only a small effect on the p1a1 reaction as
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for r1r!l11l2.
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 for p1a1!l11l2.no new resonance appears in the extended phase space when
particle widths are included. Compared with the case without
including particle widths shown by the dotted curve, there is
a small reduction of the production rate near the threshold
and also an extension of the production rate into the low
invariant mass region.
In hot hadronic matter, mesons change their properties
when the temperature of the system approaches the critical
value for chiral symmetry restoration and the deconfinement
phase transition. In particular, meson widths will be modified
by collisions in hot matter. We consider the p1r reaction in
which a sharp peak near the v meson resonance appears as a
result of its narrow width in free space. Effects due to in-
medium widths of the colliding particles are expected to be
small because no new resonance is involved. However, the
broadening of the resonance in the intermediate state will
affect appreciably the dilepton production rate. The domi-
nant contribution to the v meson width comes from scatter-
ing processes in which the v meson interacts with thermal
pions through the b1(1236) resonance @27#. To estimate the
broadening of its width in hot matter, we use the relation,
Gv
coll5E dpp3
~2p!3 fp~Ep!spv~M !v rel , ~26!
and assume a Breit-Wigner form for the cross section,
spv~M !5N
p
uku2
Gb1!pv
2
~M2mb1!
21Gb1
2 /4 , ~27!
where N is the degeneracy factor from the spin and isospin
of the colliding particles and resonances. The v meson width
is found to increase with temperature, and Gcoll; 12 MeV at
T5150 MeV @28#.
The effect due to collisional broadening of the intermedi-
ate resonance on the p1r interaction is shown in Fig. 5 by
FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 2 with in-medium r , f , and v meson
widths.
53 2375DILEPTON PRODUCTION FROM RESONANCE SCATTERING IN . . .the solid curve. We also include the changes in the r and
f meson widths with temperature, which is estimated to be
Gcoll; 25 MeV @29# and 10 MeV @30# at T5150 MeV,
respectively. We see that the effect of a modified v meson
width at finite temperature smooths out the peak in the dilep-
ton spectrum. However, there is still a large enhancement of
dileptons with invariant masses around the v meson when
the width of rho meson is included.
V. CONCLUSION
Dilepton production from resonance scattering at finite
temperature is studied by including widths of the colliding
particles. The finite widths increase the phase space for
dilepton production and makes it possible that a resonance
peak appears below the threshold in the case without particle
widths. This effect is significant for p1r and r1r reactions
in which the extended threshold includes other resonances.
However, it has only small effects if there is no resonance
appearing in the extended phase space as shown in the
p1a1 reaction. In this case, the production rate is slightly
reduced near the threshold and is further extended into lower
invariant masses. For the p1r reaction, the interference be-
tween the two possible reactions, p1r!v!l11l2 and
p1r!f!l11l2, leads to a reduction in the dilepton pro-
duction rate for M>mf . However, the effect cannot be ob-
served because of the larger contribution from the p1p
reaction.
Particle widths are modified in hot matter, and this alsoaffects the dilepton production rate. Again, the effect due to
changes in the widths of the colliding particles is small un-
less new resonances appear in the extended phase space.
When thermal effects on the widths of intermediate reso-
nances are included, we obtain a reduction of the resonance
peak in the dilepton spectrum as shown in the p1r reaction.
However, there is still a significant enhancement of dileptons
with invariant masses near the vector meson resonance com-
pared with the case without including the widths of the col-
liding particles.
In future studies of dilepton production from nucleus-
nucleus collisions, one should thus include both finite par-
ticle widths and the medium modification of hadron proper-
ties. This is necessary for identifying the signatures of the
quark-gluon plasma and the precursor phenomena related to
the phase transition from the hadronic background. We ex-
pect that for photon production from hot dense matter there
will be similar effects, and we plan to investigate this in the
future.
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